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Absteict
I
igeition is oten pteeceived is i ptoCiticiC toptic thit oveeCipts teiditioniC ideoCogiciC cCeiviges.
auch eeseiech his focused on the ptositions of the extee e eight, ind CitCe eeseiech his exi ined
iinsteei ptieties ind theie ptubCic stinces on i
igeition. This shoetco ing hi ptees beoidee
undeestinding of ptoCiticiC co ptetition on this issue. Deiwing on i ptoCiticiC cCii s iniCpsis of
seven counteies between 1995 ind 2009, we pteesent the siCience, ptosition ind oveeiCC coheeence of
cCii s ide bp iinsteei
ptieties on i
igeition conteoC ind i
igeint integeition.
aiinsteei Cet ptieties idoptt i oee ptositive/exptinsive ptosition on i
igeition ind exhibit
highee CeveCs of coheeence thin centeist ind eight-wing ptieties. We iCso show thit the i ptict of
extee e-eight ptieties on the ptoCiticiC cCii s of iinsteei Cet ptieties see s to be Ci ited. Oue
concCusions highCight thit i
igeition does not necessieiCp constitute i ceoss-cuting cCeivige
iceoss
iinsteei
Cet ptieties: Theie ideoCogiciC pteefeeences ee iin iCigned with theie
ptositive/CibeeiC discouese on i
igeition conteoC ind i
igeint integeition.

The Positons Mainstream Lef Partes Adopt on Immigraton: A
Crosscutng Cleavage?1
Abstract
Immigraton is ofen perceived as a politcal topic that overlaps traditonal ideological cleavages.l
Much research has focused on the positons of the extreme right, and litle research has
examined mainstream partes and their public stances on immigraton.l This shortcoming
hampers broader understanding of politcal competton on this issue.l Drawing on a politcal
claims analysis of 7 countries between 1995 and 2009, we present the salience, positon and
overall coherence of claims made by mainstream partes on immigraton control and immigrant
integraton.l Mainstream lef partes adopt a more positvee/expansive positon on immigraton
and exhibit higher levels of coherence than centrist and right-wing partes.l We also show that
the impact of extreme-right partes (ERP) on the politcal claims of mainstream lef partes
seems to be limited.l Our conclusions highlight that immigraton does not necessarily consttute
a cross-cutng cleavage across mainstream lef partes: Their ideological preferences remain
aligned with their positvee/liberal discourse on immigraton control and immigrant integraton.l
Keywords: immigraton control, immigrant integraton, mainstream lef partes, politcal
partes, politcal claims

1 Authors are listed in alphabetcal order.l Author contributons: JC and DR designed the study;
DR conducted the statstcal analysis; JC and DR wrote the paper.l We gratefully acknowledge
the comments provided by the two anonymous reviewers, which helped to improve this
original artcle.l
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Introduction
Internatonal migraton is one of the most complex challenges Western politcal systems have
faced in the last two decades (Givens, 2012).l Recently, immigraton played an important role in
the debate around the 2016 Britsh referendum on European Union (EU) membership
(commonly known as ‘Brexit’), and in the campaign of Donald Trump in his successful 2016 bid
for the presidency of the United States of America.l Politcal competton over immigraton
control and immigrant integraton has been associated with the electoral success of extremeright partes (ERP) in Europe, especially since the mid-1990s (Kitschelt, 1994; Messina, 2007).l
Much research has focused on ERP and their use of immigraton as a politcal topic (Mudde,
2016), but there is surprisingly litle research on mainstream partes and their politcal stance
on immigraton and integraton (Bale, 2008; Helbling, 2013; Odmalm and Hepburn, 2017).l In
comparison to the limited research available on the mainstream right and immigraton (see
Bale, 2008; Meguid, 2008; Carvalho, forthcoming), lef-wing partes in partcular have been
neglected by politcal scientsts working on immigraton (Alonso and Fonseca, 2011; Hinnfors et
al.l, 2012).l This shortcoming limits our knowledge about the politcal competton between
mainstream partes on this contentous topic, which enhances intense controversy and
diametrically opposed observatons in the literature.l
Within this context, immigraton is frequently highlighted as a new politcal cleavage in
European politcal systems which, potentally, cuts across traditonal party cleavages of politcal
competton (Money, 1999; Alonso and Fonseca, 2011; Hampshire, 2012).l Other authors,
however, suggest that the competton over immigraton conforms to the lef-right model since
the ideological positon of politcal partes stll provides a consistent indicator of their liberale/
restrictve stances on this topic (Bale, 2008; Helbling, 2013).l To some extent, these opposite
conclusions can be related with the distnct research methods employed by the studies.l In an
atempt to shed light on the nature of mainstream politcal competton on immigraton, in this
artcle we compare the relatonship between the ideological positon of lef-wing mainstream
partes and their politcal claims on immigraton control and immigrant integraton across seven
European countries.l Typically, we can expect the stances of mainstream politcal partes on the
aforementoned issues to refect the preferences of their consttuents, but also that they guide
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and structure the politcal reasoning of consttuents on politcal topics (Bale, 2008; Morales et
al.l 2015).l With their seats in the legislature and direct access to cabinet positons, lef-wing
mainstream partes hold signifcant infuence over policy-making and policy change as their
centrist and right-wing counterparts (unlike most ERP), thus their role merits closer
examinaton.l
Based on the analysis of France, Germany and the United Kingdom between 1990 and 2002,
Givens and Luedtke (2005) argue that the ideological positons of mainstream politcal partes
play an important role in the design and reform of policies concerning the integraton of setled
immigrants.l However, their work suggests only a feeble relatonship with policies of
immigraton control.l We follow this distncton between immigraton control – atempts to
bring in new immigrants or, typically, keep them out of the country – and immigrant
integraton, where the focus is on the incorporaton of immigrants setled in the receiving
country.l This distncton is also emphasised by Meyers (2002), Geddes (2003) and Hammar
(2010).l As Bale (2008) highlights, however, the analysis by Givens and Luedtke should be tested
on a wider range of countries and over tme.l We heed this call by examining four expectatons
related to the salience and the positon of mainstream lef partes on immigraton control and
immigrant integraton in seven diferent countries between 1995 and 2009.l This includes an
evaluaton of ERPs’ infuence of on the politcal positons on immigraton that mainstream lef
partes adopted in the public sphere.l
Past studies focusing on the positons adopted by governing partes on immigraton assessed
the relatonship between being right-wing and having a negatve stance on immigraton (e.lg.l
Breunig and Luedtke, 2008; Koopmans et al.l, 2010).l Using data from the Comparatve
Manifesto Project (CMP) between 1987 and 1999 concerning 18 OECD countries, Breunig and
Luedtke (2008) highlight that there is no signifcant statstcal relatonship between the
positons of governing partes on immigraton and the ideological orientaton of the partes.l 2
Drawing on a longer period – 1975 to 2005 – and 18 West European countries, Alonso and
2 We note that the data from the CMP used do not really code positons on immigraton, but
confound them with positons on internal (‘autochthonous’) minorites (codes 607 and 608) and
groups like homosexuals and the disabled (code 705).l The 2014 codebook addresses these
defciencies (Ruedin and Morales 2018).l
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Fonseca (2011) come to a contradictory conclusion, namely that ‘the more to the right a party
stands, the more sceptcal its attudes to immigraton’ (Alonso and Fonseca, 2011, 873).l Alonso
and Fonseca also suggest that this relatonship between leftright ideology and positon on
immigraton is weaker for lef-wing partes, which are supposedly more vulnerable to the
challenge of the extreme right than the mainstream right.l Focusing on frames employed by
partes in claims in newspapers, Helbling (2013) fnds that lef-wing partes are more likely to
highlight moral universal arguments (involving fairness and equality, group discriminaton, or
human rights; see also contributons in Van der Brug et al.l 2015; Ruedin 2017; Rosenberger and
Ruedin 2017).l
The present study contributes to this literature by comparing the politcal claims of mainstream
lef partes and their compettors on immigraton control and immigrant integraton drawing on
an extensive media analysis by Van der Brug et al.l (2015).l Claims analysis of newspapers seems
more suitable to examine the politcal competton on immigraton from a dynamic longitudinal
perspectve than party manifestos, which are mostly driven by short-term electoral objectves,
possess weak disseminaton (Carvalho, 2014), and remain unchanged untl the subsequent
electon.l Notwithstanding the observaton of media’s selecton bias and descriptve bias,
newspapers allow claims by partes to have an impact on a much broader audience, and
provide a beter source from which to develop a longitudinal and cross-natonal analysis of the
reported mainstream partes’ positons in the public sphere (Helbling, 2013).l It can be argued
that only by passing the media flter the claims and positons in party manifestos become more
generally politcally relevant (Van der Brug et al.l 2015), but – focusing on insttutonal setngs –
Boräng (2012) highlights that in Sweden some partes publicly defended ‘generous’ asylum
policies yet supported more restrictve policies in parliament.l In the present study, news
reports about parliamentary actons are included, which should alleviate some of the diference
between electoneering and party positon.l
Past research concluded that press reports are generally accurate and not deviate from
accepted standards of reliability and validity when the focus is not on absolute numbers (Earl et
al.l 2004, Koopmans and Statham, 2010).l In the present study, we capture public statements
and are not interested in relatng these to policy outcomes.l We assume that policy outcomes
5

have litle impact on party politcs and votng unless they are debated and politciized – in which
case they are captured in the data used.l In contrast to existng studies, we examine both
salience and positon.l Salience measures the relatve frequency at which partes make public
claims about immigraton, while positon distnguishes between positvee/expansive (if they are
open

to

immigraton

fows,

support

cosmopolitanism

and

multculturalism)

and

negatvee/restrictve claims (expressing oppositon to infows or pro-natonal and mono-cultural
positons; see Van der Brug et al.l, 2015).l
The artcle initally explores the dilemma posed by immigraton to the mainstream lef partes
and presents the expectatons tested in the cross-natonal analysis.l The comparatve analysis
frst examines the salience of immigraton in the claims made by mainstream lef partes, before
exploring the positon of these claims.l We consider positons on immigraton control and
immigrant integraton, as well as the levels of coherence of the claims by lef-wing partes.l
Mainstream lef partes make proportonally fewer claims about immigraton, adopt a more
positvee/expansive positon on immigraton, and exhibit higher levels of coherence than centrist
and right-wing partes.l We highlight a consistent link between the lef-wing ideology of
mainstream partes and the positon of claims on immigraton control and immigrant
integraton, which challenges the conclusions in the literature suggestng that immigraton
consttutes a cross-cutng cleavage.l These associatons can be found for both immigraton
control and immigrant integraton.l In a separate secton, we examine whether the presence of
ERP afects the salience or positon of mainstream lef partes.l We argue that the presence of
ERP in natonal legislatures or governments does not have a substantve impact on the overall
strategies of lef-wing partes on immigraton as has been suggested.l We conclude that the
ideology of politcal partes provides a consistent indicator of their stances on immigraton:
Immigraton generally does not cut across traditonal ideological boundaries of party families in
the selected countries.l

The Left’s Immigration Dilemma
Whereas the impact of immigraton control and immigrant integraton on politcal competton
has been studied in the context of centre-right partes’ electoral strategies (Bale, 2008), these
topics also pose salient challenges to the mainstream lef.l The strategies of centre-lef and lef6

wing partes on immigraton control and immigrant integraton must atain a delicate balance
between competng politcal pressures (de Haas and Nater, 2015).l On the one hand, an
important secton of the electorate on the lef is formed by voters with high levels of educaton
and income who tend to have cosmopolitan worldviews and liberal sociocultural values (Alonso
and Fonseca, 2011; Rennwald and Evans, 2014).l On the other hand, lef-wing partes ofen
depend on the electoral support of the working class, members of which ofen feel threatened
by globaliizaton and direct competton with unskilled immigrants in the lowest segments of the
labour market (Norris, 2005; Pecoraro and Ruedin, 2016), not least in a context of deindustrialiizaton.l By imposing limits on immigraton, lef-wing partes can retain collectve
power and social harmony in the labour market, whilst a laissez-faire approach might lead to
wages being undercut and to the undermining of collectve bargaining (Odmalm and Bale,
2015).l With this internal division, partes on the lef are likely to alienate (potental) voters if
they adopt a clear stance on immigraton control and immigrant integraton, and are
strategically beter of when focusing on issues which unite their electorate.l We can formulate
the following expectatons:
Salience expectatinn Mainstream lef-wing partes make fewer claims on immigraton
(including immigraton control and immigrant integraton) than centrist and right-wing partes.l
Past research suggests that lef-wing partes are likely to perceive immigrants as potental new
voters, because immigrants tend to belong to the working class – the historical voter base of
the lef (Givens and Luedtke, 2005; Rennwald and Evans, 2014).l This percepton supports a
positvee/expansive approach to the expansion of immigrant rights and access to naturaliizaton
in light of the potental electoral benefts derived (Money, 1999).l Most European states,
however, restrict the politcal rights of immigrants, congruent with public oppositon to
expansive positons (Breunig and Luedtke, 2008): This works as a strong disincentve to the
adopton of positvee/expansive positons on immigraton control.l Following an interests-based
approach, we can expect mainstream lef partes to support positvee/expansive integraton
policies but converge with right-wing governments on negatvee/restrictve policies of
immigraton control (Givens and Luedtke, 2005; Givens, 2012).l Nonetheless, research
conducted on the development of immigrant rights in 10 European countries between 1980
7

and 2008 failed to identfy a consistent relatonship between a higher level of immigrant rights
and government incumbency of lef-wing partes (Koopmans et al.l, 2010; see also de Haas and
Nater, 2015).l With the claims data from newspapers, we can systematcally test the potental
diference between the stances adopted by mainstream partes on immigraton control and
immigrant integraton, and need not rely on policy outcomes where multple stakeholders may
share responsibility:
Pisitinal expectatinsn (a) Mainstream lef-wing partes adopt more positvee/expansive
positons on immigraton control than centrist and right-wing partes,
(b) Mainstream lef-wing partes adopt more positvee/expansive stances on immigrant
integraton than their compettors.l
Generally, mainstream lef-wing partes adhere to social egalitarianism and solidarity, values
embodied in a universalist approach that embraces immigrants and rejects natonalist stances
(Alonso and Fonseca, 2011).l In their party manifestos, lef-wing partes emphasise socioeconomic equality, a strong and universal welfare system, and a widespread public school
system (Hinnfors et al.l, 2012).l These priorites are inclusive and extend to many disadvantaged
groups in society, including members of ethnic minority groups (Messina, 2007).l Research
conducted on members of the European Parliament in the early 2000s suggests that ‘partsans
of the lef’ were more likely to favour an extension of immigrant rights and an increase in
immigraton than their right-wing counterparts (Lahav, 2004).l In this context, centre-lef partes
can also face pressures from new post-materialist partes – notably the Greens – that regard
immigraton as a fundamental human right and the acceptance of newcomers, in partcular
refugees, as demonstratons of internatonal solidarity (Alonso and Fonseca, 2011; Odmalm and
Bale, 2015; Rosenberger and Ruedin 2017).l These pressures can divert voters with
cosmopolitan views and members of ethnic minority groups away from mainstream lef partes.l
Given the shared lef-wing ideology, we expect stronger coherence and less polariizaton in the
positon of politcal claims on immigraton control and immigrant integraton among
mainstream lef partes than among their right-wing compettors:
Pilarizatin expectatin: (a) Mainstream lef-wing partes are less polariized on immigraton
control than right-wing partes,
8

(b) Mainstream lef-wing partes are less polariized on immigrant integraton than right-wing
partes.l
Mainstream lef partes face three additonal challenges regarding politcal competton on
immigraton when there is a successful ERP (Meguid, 2008; Bale et al.l 2010).l First, ERP adopt
valence strategies to capitaliize on their issue ownership of immigraton, a tactc that benefts
the centre-right partes to the detriment of the mainstream lef.l Second, the extreme right can
atract voters from mainstream lef partes, partcularly those with authoritarian attudes and
those on the lef of the statetmarket cleavage (Norris, 2005).l Third, ERP recurrently provide
direct or indirect support to centre-right minority or coaliton governments – in several
countries, to the detriment of lef-wing governments (Bale et al.l, 2010).l It follows that, in the
face of a challenge by centre-right or ERP, mainstream lef partes will shif their stances closer
to the attudes of the median voter and adopt a more negatvee/restrictve positon towards
immigraton control and immigrant integraton (Van Spanje, 2010; Alonso and Fonseca, 2011).l
We assess this expectaton across four selected case studies with electorally successful ERP.l
Cimpettin

expectatinn

(a)

mainstream

lef-wing

partes

adopt

relatvely

more

negatvee/restrictve positons on immigraton control if there is an electorally successful ERP.l
(b) Mainstream lef-wing partes adopt relatvely more negatvee/restrictve positons on
immigrant integraton if there is an electorally successful ERP.l

Case selection and Methods
We draw on the claims analysis conducted by Van der Brug et al.l (2015), thus following their
country selecton.l The data cover claims by a broad selecton of politcal actors in seven
European countries between 1995 and 2009.l Van der Brug et al.l (2015) justfy their country
selecton – Austria, Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Switizerland, and the United
Kingdom – as a means of observing variaton with regards to two characteristcs: the intensity
of immigraton and the date when substantal immigraton fows started on the one hand, and
the nature of the party systems (two-party versus multparty systems) on the other.l The
countries include old countries of immigraton with and without a colonial past (Belgium,
Netherlands, United Kingdom; Austria, Switizerland) and new countries of immigraton (Spain,
Ireland).l For the purposes of this paper, there is also variaton in the presence of ERP (Austria,
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Belgium, Netherlands, Switizerland).l With this, the data are well suited to examine paterns of
mainstream party competton on immigraton control and immigrant integraton.l
The claims analysis by Van der Brug et al.l (2015) randomly selected 700 days for each country
or the two dominant language areas in the case of Belgium and Switizerland.l For each selected
day, all artcles on immigraton control and immigrant integraton were sampled from two
natonal newspapers.l Sampling was done manually by checking all artcles in the newspapers –
no keywords were used for this.l Van der Brug et al.l collected over 7,000 artcles from
broadsheet and tabloid newspapers and manually coded over 10,000 claims in these artcles.l
The selecton of diferent media outlets in each country provides a more heterogeneous
analysis of the way politcal partes’ positons are portrayed in the mass media, enhancing the
reliability and validity of the analysis by minimiizing problems of journalistc bias (Koopmans and
Statham, 2010).l The share of claims by lef-wing partes as part of all claims by politcal partes
is our frst outcome variable.l
A relevant claim consists of a purposive public politcal demand, a critcism, or comment that
(potentally) afect the interests of immigrants, and newspaper artcles may contain multple
claims.l For each claim, Van der Brug et al.l coded many characteristcs, like who made the claim
(actor), what justfcaton they used, about which immigrant group they talked, or whether the
claim would have a positve or negatve bearing on an immigrant group (positon).l The positon
is measured on a 5-point scale ranging from negatvee/restrictve to positvee/expansive.l We
derive our positonal outcome variable, the positon of partes, by averaging the positon of
their claims about immigraton.l This is sometmes referred to as the ‘tone’ of claims.l From the
overall data, we focus on a partcular subset: 1,550 claims by (representatves of) politcal
partes.l During coding, the ‘name of the organiizaton an actor is afliated with’ was noted, of
which we only consider formally organiized politcal partes.l
We drew on documentaton by Van der Brug et al.l (2015) to identfy partes as lef-wing, and
verifed this informaton against MARPOR (Lehmann et al.l 2016).l At this stage, we also classifed
the smaller partes not covered by Van der Brug et al.l We also used informaton by MARPOR to
identfy major party families, which allows us to check whether the results presented for lefwing partes are generally applicable to all kinds of lef-wing partes, or unique to socialist,
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communist, or green partes.l This analysis is carried out as a robustness check, and we have no
expectatons about likely diferences between diferent kinds of lef-wing partes.l
The data by Van der Brug et al.l (2015) diferentate between claims about immigraton control
and immigrant integraton.l Immigraton control (or immigraton policy) refers to the regulaton
of fows of immigraton as it relates to border-crossing (labour, family reunion, asylum, and
irregular immigraton), as well as the control of foreign citizens setled within the country
(Geddes, 2003).l Therefore, it refers to the rules and procedures that frame the admission
(either temporary or permanent), setlement and removal of foreign citizens in and from the
host countries, which remain a prerogatve of natonal governments (Hammar, 2010).l Foreign
citizens can evade immigraton control when they access full citizenship of the country of
destnaton through naturaliizaton.l By contrast, immigrant integraton (also referred to as
immigrant policy) considers the conditons provided by the host state for the setlement of
foreign citizens in their territory (Hammar, 2010).l This category includes the implementaton of
provisions and policies such as basic legal and social protecton, ant-discriminaton legislaton,
multcultural educaton, or access to full citizenship through naturaliizaton (Favell, 2001).l
Analytcally, we draw on descriptve statstcs, as well as hierarchical models where periods are
nested in countries, using a Gaussian identty link.l To capture salience and positon, the share
or interpolated median positon of claims by lef-wing partes is calculated for each countryyear, yielding 105 observatons.l The predictor variables are the share of lef-wing partes in
parliament, whether lef-wing partes were in government, and the presence of ERP in
parliament or government.l These models also control for the relatve salience of immigraton
(compared to other years and countries), the share of immigrants in the populaton, GDP
growth, period, and country.l Modelling was carried out in R (R Core Team, 2017) and the
package brms (Bürkner, 2017).l

Salience of political claims on immigration control and
integration
In Figure 1 we show that right and centrist partes systematcally make more claims on
immigraton than mainstream lef partes in the selected tmeframe.l The fgure uses aggregate
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data and shows the share of claims on immigraton made by lef-wing partes over tme.l The
dominance of right and centrist partes is only disrupted in 2001 and 2003, when the number of
claims associated with lef-wing partes is larger.l It appears that, for centrist and right-wing
partes, immigraton is more salient in their electoral strategies than for mainstream lef partes.l
With this, we fnd support for the salience expectaton.l
Figure 1n Share if claims by lef--ing partes iver tme

Nitesn The dashed line indicates 50% if claims; iverall 57% if claims are made by right and centre-right partess
-ith 43% if claims being made by lef--ing partes; see Table A1 and A2 in the appendix fir the distributin by
ciuntry and the distributin if diferent kinds if lef--ing partes iver tmee

The analysis of the paterns of claims-making observed at the country level in Table A1 in the
appendix suggests that mainstream lef partes were more present in the politcal debate on
immigraton in Austria, Ireland and Spain, whereas in Belgium, Switizerland, the Netherlands,
and the United Kingdom, centrist and right-wing partes dominate claims on immigraton.l This
dominance of centrist and right-wing partes was partcularly strong in Switizerland and Britain.l
The analysis by country highlights that there is substantal variance in the extent to which lefwing partes draw on immigraton in their debates.l This variance suggests that endogenous
explanatory factors should be explored to explain the cross-natonal diferences.l Table A2 in the
appendix shows that the dominance of lef-wing partes can be observed across diferent party
families on the lef.l In a multvariate regression analysis (Table A3), the share of claims by lef12

wing partes is primarily determined by a lef-wing government (predicted 6 percentage point
increase, with a 95% credibility interval from 3 to 9 percentage points), and not the strength of
lef-wing partes in parliament (predicted 10 percentage point decrease, with a 95% credibility
interval from -37 to +14 percentage points).l

Political claims on immigration on immigration control
and integration
We observe a positve relatonship between the ideological afliaton of partes and the
positon of their claims on immigraton control.l Drawing on aggregate data at the natonal level,
mainstream lef partes consistently adopt a clear positvee/expansive positon on immigraton
control from 1995 to 2009 (lef panel of Figure 2).l During the entre period, lef-wing partes
clearly made more positvee/expansive claims in the news than centrist and right-wing partes
(see also Ruedin 2017); when averaged across tme, the interpolated median for lef-wing
partes is 0.l78 and -0.l37 for centrist and right-wing partes.l Centrist and right-wing partes tend
to adopt negatvee/restrictve positons, although in the late 1990s we observe rather neutral
positons.l This trend suggests that the compettors of lef-wing partes radicaliized their
discourse on immigraton during the 2000s compared to the late 1990s.l In multvariate
regression analysis, lef-wing positon is a consistent positve covariate, even afer controlling
for lef-wing partes being part of government, as well as (unspecifed) tme and country
specifcites (Table A4, top).l Partsanship is an important predictor of the positon of politcal
claims on immigraton control in the public sphere.l Overall, there is a consistent relatonship
between lef-wing ideology of politcal partes and a positvee/expansive stance on immigraton –
irrespectve of whether we examine immigraton control or immigrant integraton.l
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Figure 2n Pisitin in immigratin by party family iver tme

Nitesn All ciuntries are cimbinede The dashed line indicates a neutral pisitin; interpilated median pisitins are
calculated fir each yearn red (tip) line fir lef--ing partes; blue (bioim) line fir right and centre-right partes

Drawing on the analysis of politcal claims on immigraton control at the country level,
mainstream lef partes adopted a consistent positvee/expansive positon across six of the seven
countries (Table 1).l In Britain, the interpolated median value of the claims by the Britsh Labour
party is neutral (Table 1 and Table A6): The Britsh centre-lef has adopted an ambiguous
approach on immigraton control, as the Labour party seemed less prone to adopt a
positvee/expansive positon than their counterparts in the other countries.l The Britsh centrist
and right-wing partes adopted the most negatvee/restrictve positon on immigraton control
among the countries covered, as indicated by the interpolated median value of -0.l83.l These can
help to understand the prominence of immigraton in the Britsh politcal agenda from 2000
onwards, including the 2016 referendum on EU membership (Carvalho et al.l, 2015; Hobolt,
2016).l
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Table 1n Pisitin in Immigratin by Party Family at the Natinal Level
All

AT

BE

CH

ES

IE

NL

UK

Immigration Control
Right and Centre -0.l33 -0.l64 -0.l12 -0.l37 -0.l2 0.l38 -0.l16 -0.l83
Left Parties 0.l68 0.l74 0.l21 0.l38 0.l5

0.l65 0.l81 0.l00

Immigrant Integration
Right and Centre -0.l38 -0.l51 -0.l52 -0.l12 0.l12 0.l71 -0.l32 -0.l60
Left Parties 0.l88 0.l54 0.l60 0.l50 0.l64 0.l70 0.l88 0.l75
Nitesn interpilated median valuess pissible range frim -1 (negatveerestrictve) ti +1 (pisitveeexpansive)e

Remarkably, the countries where mainstream lef partes made more claims on immigraton
control and integraton than centrist and right-wing partes (Austria, Ireland and Spain) are also
the countries where the lef-wing partes adopted a clearly positvee/expansive positon towards
immigraton control (Table 1).l Furthermore, a positvee/expansive mainstream party consensus
spanning both the lef and the right was identfed in Ireland – both for immigraton control and
immigrant integraton – although the number of claims recorded in Ireland is smaller than in
other countries.l Considering all countries, the paterns observed at the natonal level indicate
that convergence between the politcal claims of mainstream partes on immigraton control is
uncommon, whilst polariizaton is intense in most countries.l This tendency for lef-wing partes
to have a more positvee/expansive stance on immigraton can be found across countries, tme,
issues, and party families of the lef (Tables A4, A5, A6, A7 in the appendix).l
The analysis of the positon on immigraton control suggests a lower degree of polariizaton
among lef-wing partes than among centrist and right-wing partes (Table 2).l Here, we use Van
der Eijk’s (2001) measure of agreement, subtracted from one to express polariizaton.l Larger
values indicate greater polariizaton.l Levels of polariizaton are substantally lower among lefwing partes: There is strong coherence between their ideological preferences.l Given this, we
fnd clear support for our polariizaton expectaton.l We suggest that this refects the fact that
the positon of lef-wing partes on immigraton is constrained by their ideology, which prevent
them from taking negatvee/restrictve stances on immigraton.l
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Table 2: Polariizaton over Immigraton by Party Family

Immigration control

Immigrant integration

All parties 0.l42

0.l50

Left-wing 0.l22

0.l19

Centre and right 0.l40

0.l36

Nitesn pilarizatin ranges frim 0 ti +1s -ith higher values indicatng mire pilarizatin

Looking at politcal claims on immigrant integraton (right panel of Figure 2), mainstream lefwing partes adopt an overwhelming positvee/expansive approach.l In the period under study,
we observed the least positvee/expansive claims on immigrant integraton by mainstream lef
partes in 2003 and 2006 (0.l57 on a scale from -1 to +1).l Compared to the paterns observed on
immigraton control, mainstream lef partes seem to adopt a slightly more positvee/expansive
stance on immigrant integraton than on immigraton control.l Figure 2 also suggests that the
positvee/expansive positons become more consistent over tme.l By contrast, centrist and rightwing partes adopted a restrictve stance on the integraton of immigrants, especially afer the
end of the 1990s.l Between 1996 and 1998, centrist and right-wing partes converged on a
positvee/expansive positon on this issue, but this deviant patern was not repeated during the
2000s.l Like the mainstream lef, centrist and right-wing partes adopt a less restrictve positon
on immigrant integraton than on immigraton control, which suggests that immigrant
integraton is less divisive than immigraton control – both within and across partes (compare
Table 2).l
Drawing on the analysis of politcal claims on immigrant integraton at the country level,
mainstream lef partes overwhelmingly adopted a positvee/expansive positon on immigrant
integraton across the seven selected countries (botom of Table 1).l By contrast, the politcal
claims of centrist and right-wing partes on integraton policy were more restrictvee/negatve in
fve of the seven selected European countries.l Ireland and Spain were the only countries where
mainstream lef partes and their compettors converged on a positvee/expansive approach.l The
integraton of immigrants seems to be a less contentous topic regarding politcal competton
among mainstream partes in new rather than old countries of immigraton.l
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The examinaton of the positon of politcal claims within the category of mainstream lef
partes from a longitudinal perspectve indicates a strong degree of coherence over tme: The
mainstream lef partes in the seven countries have consistently supported the integraton of
foreign citizens in their host societes.l Moreover, the polariizaton among mainstream lef
partes on the issue of immigrant integraton is lower than on immigraton control, but this
diference is probably negligible (Table 2).l Similarly, the longitudinal analysis of politcal claims
on integraton policy of centrist and right-wing partes reveals a higher level of polariizaton than
with their lef-wing counterparts.l As with mainstream lef partes, the variaton across centrist
and right-wing partes on integraton policy is lower than for immigraton control (Table 2).l
Hence, the mainstream lef partes in the seven European countries demonstrated a high level
of coherence between their ideology and the positon of their claims on integraton at the
natonal level, which supports our expectatons.l

ERP’s infuence on the salience and position of
mainstream left parties
A fnal infuence on the positons of lef-wing partes on immigraton we examine is the
presence of ERP.l In table A8, we show that the share of claims by lef-wing partes is lower
when ERPs are present in the natonal legislature, both on immigraton control (56% versus
35%) and on immigrant integraton (60% versus 52%).l The Dutch case may shed some light,
here, since, contrary to the other cases, ERP were present in only some of the years under
consideraton.l In line with the picture presented, the share of claims by lef-wing partes was 50
per cent in years without ERP in the natonal legislature, and 40 per cent in years when ERP
were present in the natonal legislature.l For the presence or ERP in government rather than the
legislature, we fnd no substantve diferences on the share of claims by lef-wing partes.l
In multvariate regression analysis with the share of claims by lef-wing partes in a country and
year as the outcome variable, and as predictor variable the presence of ERP, the share of lefwing partes in the legislature, a binary indicator whether a lef-wing party was in government,
the share of immigrants, GDP growth, and years nested in countries, the presence of ERP in the
legislature credibly includes izero (coefcient -0.l01, with 95% credibility interval from -0.l07 to
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+0.l05, table A10).l Similarly, when we use the share of ERP in the legislature as a predictor
variable, it is negatvely associated with the share of claims made by lef-wing partes (-0.l16,
with a 95% credibility interval from -0.l44 to 0.l14), in line with Table A8, but with great
uncertainty not visible when looking at the percentages in the table: Zero is a credible value.l
The presence of ERP may afect the positon of claims by lef-wing partes rather than their
share in claims-making.l In Table A9, we look at the interpolated median positon by lef-wing
and centrist and right-wing partes when ERP are present in or absent from the natonal
legislature.l If anything, it appears that lef-wing partes react to the presence of ERP with
slightly more claims that are more expansive on immigraton control (compare Van Heerden
and Van der Brug, 2017).l However, in multvariate regression models with the positon of lefwing partes as the outcome variable, the presence of ERP in the legislature or government
plausibly includes izero: The coefcient for ERP presence in the natonal legislature is -0.l22 [95%
CI -.l56, +0.l12]; the coefcient for ERP presence in government is 0.l03 [95% CI -0.l29, +0.l35].l We
conclude that there is no clear evidence that the presence of ERP – in either natonal
legislatures or governments – has a substantal impact on the salience or positon of claims on
immigraton.l
As a test of robustness, we considered whether the positon of claims difer by the kind of
immigrant group discussed, or whether it was an electon year.l The data do not include a
sufcient number of claims about immigrants from the EU in partcular, so we cannot examine
whether the positons of claims on immigrants from within the EU difers substantvely from
those associated with immigrants from outside the EU.l The reason for this is that Van der Brug
et al.l (2015) seem to have prioritized other forms of classifcaton during coding.l By contrast,
we can observe that the positons to asylum seekers and refugees (mean positon by lef partes
0.l80) do not vary substantvely from the positons to other immigrants (mean positon by lef
partes 0.l72).l Similarly, like for centre- and right-wing partes, lef wing partes’ positons in
electon years (mean positon 0.l51) are around 0.l2 points more restrictve on the scale from -1
to +1, compared to other years (0.l73).l Substantvely, the large diference to right-wing partes
seems unafected by electons, while there might by a general shif towards more restrictve
positons that future research should examine in more detail.l
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Discussion and Conclusion
We have explored mainstream partes’ politcal competton on immigraton in seven Western
European countries, using claims analysis to capture the positons partes adopted in the public
sphere.l Given the dilemmas presented by immigraton, we can expect lef-wing partes to
downplay immigraton and focus on other issues (Odmalm and Bale, 2015).l In line with issue
ownership, we fnd that between 1995 and 2009 mainstream lef partes made relatvely fewer
politcal claims on immigraton control and immigrant integraton than their centrist and rightwing compettors.l Yet, the relatonship between the politcal party ideology and the salience of
the selected topics at the natonal level was challenged by the trends observed in three
(Austria, Ireland and Spain) of the seven countries studied.l Except for the trends observed in
Switizerland and Britain, mainstream lef partes seemed engaged on politcal competton over
immigraton control or integraton policy despite the recurrent issue ownership of immigraton
by right-wing partes (Norris, 2005; Bale, 2008).l This trend suggests that immigraton may not
consttute such a deep or even fundamental strategic dilemma for centre-lef partes as it was
previously assumed (de Haas and Nater, 2015).l
Contrary to previous studies (Givens and Luedtke, 2005; Breunig and Luedtke, 2008; Alonso and
Fonseca, 2011), our analysis suggests that the ideology of mainstream lef partes is a consistent
predictor of a positvee/expansive approach on the politcal claims on immigraton control and
integraton of immigrants.l A remarkable level of congruence was identfed between the
mainstream lef’s ideology and the positon of their claims on immigraton and immigrant
integraton.l This is contrasted by high levels of polariizaton among centrist and right-wing
partes (Table 2).l Our empirical analysis challenges interest-based approaches to the stances
politcal partes take on immigraton control and immigrant integraton.l Except for Britain, the
adopton of an overwhelming positvee/expansive positon on immigraton control by
mainstream lef partes suggests that partes may be less preoccupied with responsiveness to
voter positons on immigraton than was suggested in the past (Givens and Luedtke, 2005;
Morales et al.l 2015).l Lef-wing partes seem to integrate claims on immigraton in their general
liberal profle, and use these claims to underline their ideology.l In line with this interpretaton,
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the positvee/expansive positon of politcal claims of lef-wing partes was comparable for
immigraton control and immigrant integraton.l
Politcal convergence between mainstream partes regarding a positvee/expansive approach to
immigraton was identfed in Ireland and Spain ('new' countries of immigraton) whilst it was
hardly observed in the other countries with an older history of large-scale immigraton.l 3 At a
general level, the infuence of ERP on the strategies by mainstream lef partes on immigraton
control and integraton policy is apparently weaker than initally expected.l Generally, we found
no clear evidence that the presence of ERP in natonal legislatures or governments would afect
the claims made on immigraton by lef-wing partes substantvely – in terms of neither salience
nor positon (Van Spanje, 2010; Alonso and Fonseca, 2011).l Therefore, our analyses challenge
suggestons that mainstream lef partes are partcularly vulnerable to the challenges of the
extreme right.l The Britsh case suggests that mainstream lef partes can shif their approach
towards the median voter when facing a deeply negatve campaign by right-wing partes.l
However, similarly negatve campaigns in Switizerland failed to incentviize the Swiss mainstream
lef to drop their positvee/expansive approach.l We tentatvely conclude that mainstream party
convergence on immigraton is a more contngent politcal process than previously assumed,
and further research is necessary to identfy these processes.l
Except for Helbling’s (2013) research, the signifcant divergence between our conclusions and
past investgatons may refect the distnct methods employed to map the stances on
immigraton politcal partes take, the case selecton, or the selected period.l In our view, it is
more appropriate to explore politcal claims in the public sphere to understand the positon of
lef-wing partes than looking at the policy outcome as do for example Koopmans et al.l (2010)
or de Haas and Nater (2015).l Contrary to studies focusing on policy outcomes or on party
manifestos, at the level of claims-making we fnd clear diferences between lef-wing partes’
stances on immigraton in comparison to centrist and right-wing partes.l We argue that there
are two reasons why expectatons of a direct transformaton of the claims and preferences by
mainstream lef partes into policy outputs should be downplayed: First, immigraton policies
are typically the outcome of a compromise between distnct stakeholders with diferent
3 These observatons should be treated with care due to relatvely small number of claims by
politcal partes in Ireland and Spain.l
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politcal inputs (Cizaika and de Haas, 2013; de Haas and Nater, 2015).l Second, the policymaking process is mediated by the presence of veto players in domestc politcal systems and
the insttutonal context of policymaking (Abou-Chadi, 2016; Carvalho, 2016).l
In short, our analysis on the politcal claims analysis across seven countries suggests that the
ideology of politcal partes is closely associated with their public stances on immigraton
control and immigrant integraton.l Put diferently, the topic of immigraton is not orthogonal to
the lef-right ideological cleavage nor does it consttute a crosscutng cleavage.l Lef-wing
ideology is an important predictor for taking a positvee/extensive positon on immigraton
control and integraton policy.l By contrast, the ideological preferences of politcal partes
seemed a weaker predictor for the salience of these topics.l Notwithstanding the dilemmas
posed by immigraton to lef-wing partes, our empirical analysis fails to support the thesis that
these partes downplay politcal claims on these topics in their politcal strategies.l Instead, we
highlighted the intense polariizaton of politcal competton over immigraton in Austria,
Belgium, Netherlands, and Switizerland despite the lack of contagion efects of ERP on
mainstream lef stances on immigraton in these countries.l
Our analysis suggests that politcs (in partcular the ideology of mainstream lef partes) trumps
interest-based approaches towards politcal competton on immigraton control and immigrant
integraton – at least on the level of politcal claims-making.l Contrary to previous studies on
mainstream politcal competton on immigraton, we failed to identfy a distnctve patern
between mainstream lef claims on immigraton control from those associated with integraton
policy.l Therefore, the ideology of mainstream lef partes seems to hold a stronger infuence
over their public stances than previously expected.l The data suggests that politcal competton
between mainstream partes on immigraton control and integraton policy has not moved
‘beyond lef and right’ and efectvely distnguishes centre-lef partes from their compettors –
especially in countries with a longer traditon of large immigrant infows.l Put diferently, partes
seem to compete over positons, not just whether immigraton is emphasiized.l The ideologies of
politcal partes must be considered by research on immigraton even if their impact on the
policy process is mediated by other exogenous and endogenous factors.l Further investgaton
should extend this comparatve analysis into a contemporary period to prevent speculatve
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comments on the partes’ positons on immigraton.l The Britsh case suggests that the 2005
terrorist atack failed to produce substantal variatons on the partes’ positons on immigraton.l
Future research should assess the extent to which this trend was observed afer the wave of
terrorist atacks across Europe in the 2010s or the so-called refugee crisis of 2015 and 2016.l
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Appendix
Table A1n Percentage if claims by party family acriss ciuntries
AT

BE

CH ES

IE

NL

UK

Right and Centre 45% 66% 72% 35% 41% 58% 73%
Left Parties 55% 34% 28% 65% 59% 42% 27%

Table A2n Share if claims by lef--ing partes divided by party family
1995 96

97

98

99 2000 01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

SOC 62%

87% 68% 50% 73% 56%

67% 52% 52% 61% 54% 69% 64% 52% 45%

COM 0%

0%

5%

ECO 38%

13% 30% 44% 23% 30%

2%

6%

4%

15%

6%

20% 11% 13%

1%

3%

10% 5%

28% 42% 28% 28% 32% 30% 33% 38% 50%
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Table A3n Regressiin analysis if the share if claims by lef--ing partes
Estimate

1-95%

1+95% credibility

credibility

interval

interval
share of left-wing parties in -0.l10

-0.l37

0.l14

0.l03

0.l09

-0.l54

0.l63

0.l00

0.l01

parliament
left-wing party in government 0.l06
share of immigrants 0.l06
GDP growth 0.l01
countries, period yes
Nitesn Outcime variablen share if claims by lef--ing partes in a ciuntry-year (aggregated); Predictir variablesn
share if lef--ing partes in parliament; lef--ing party in givernment; Cintril variablesn saliences share if
immigrantss GDP gri-ths periids ciuntry; Hierarchical midel -ith periids in ciuntries; Gaussian -ith identty link

Table A4n Regressiin analysis if the pisitin if claims by lef--ing partes
Estimate 1-95% credibility

1+95% credibility

interval

interval

claim made by left-wing party 0.l78

0.l69

0.l88

left-wing party in government -0.l08

-0.l19

0.l02

claim made by left-wing party 0.l96

0.l87

1.l05

left-wing party in government 0.l05

-0.l05

0.l14

Immigration control

countries, period yes
Immigrant integration

countries, period yes
Nitesn Outcime variablen pisitin if claims by lef--ing partes; Predictir variablesn party is lef--ings lef--ing
party in givernment; Cintril variablesn periids ciuntry; Hierarchical midel -ith periids in ciuntries; Gaussian
-ith identty link
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Table A5n Interpilated median pisitin if lef--ing partes iver tme
1995 96

97

98

99

0.l50

0.l92

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

Immigration control
Left- 0.l83

0.l17

0.l83

0.l45 0.l92 0.l50 0.l58 0.l59 0.l78 0.l67 0.l75 0.l70 0.l11

wing
Right- -0.l50 -0.l10 -0.l25

-0.l25 -0.l75 0.l10 -0.l67 -0.l40 -0.l75 -0.l59 -0.l28 -0.l33 -0.l38 0.l25 -0.l36

wing

Immigrant integration
Left- 0.l75

0.l75

0.l50

0.l75

0.l67

0.l81 0.l75 0.l94 0.l55 0.l90 0.l70 0.l53 0.l75 0.l67 0.l69

Right- -0.l83 0.l25 0.l50

0.l25

-0.l60 -0.l17 -0.l50 -0.l36 -0.l17 -0.l55 -0.l40 -0.l63 -0.l36 -0.l56 -0.l45

wing

wing

Table A6n Interpilated median pisitin if lef--ing partes by ciuntry

Right and Centre
Left Parties

AT

BE

CH

ES

IE

NL

UK

-0.l88

-0.l42

-0.l29

-0.l11

0.l70

-0.l29

-0.l78

0.l87

0.l81

0.l44

0.l57

0.l67

0.l88

0.l25

Table A7n Interpilated median pisitin by party family

Position

ETH

NAT

AGR

CON

LIB

CHR

SIP

SOC

ECO

COM

-0.l79

-0.l72

-0.l67

-0.l41

-0.l19

0.l05

0.l25

0.l52

0.l73

0.l90
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Table A8n Share if Claims by Lef-Wing Partes by Presence if ERP in Natinal Legislatures
Share of

Share of Left-Wing,

Share of Left-Wing,

Left-Wing,

immigration control

immigrant integration

56%

60%

35%

52%

both
no ERP in national 51%
legislature
ERP in national 41%
legislature

Table A9n Pisitin if Claims by Lef-Wing Partes by Presence if ERP in Natinal Legislatures
Interpolated

Centr Interpolated

Median of

e and Median of Left- e and Median of Left-

e and

Left-Wing,

Right

Right

both

no ERP in 0.l69

Wing,

Centr Interpolated
Right

Wing,

immigration

immigrant

control

integration

Centr

-0.l05

0.l17

-0.l50

0.l75

0.l25

-0.l43

0.l40

-0.l30

0.l62

0.l33

national
legislature
ERP in 0.l81
national
legislature
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Table A10n Regressiin analysis if the share if claims by lef--ing partes -ith ERP presence
Estima 1-95%

1+95%

Estima 1-95%

1+95%

te

credibility

credibility

te

credibility

credibility

interval

interval

interval

interval

-0.l36

0.l17

-0.l13

-0.l39

0.l13

0.l02

0.l09

0.l06

0.l02

0.l09

-0.l07

0.l05
-0.l16

-0.l44

0.l14

share of left- -0.l10
wing parties in
parliament
left-wing party 0.l06
in government
ERP present -0.l01
share of ERP
share of 0.l09

-0.l52

0.l72

0.l09

-0.l52

0.l72

0.l00

0.l01

0.l00

0.l00

0.l01

immigrants
GDP growth 0.l01
countries, period yes

yes

Nitesn Outcime variablen share if claims by lef--ing partes in a ciuntry-year (aggregated); Predictir variablesn
share if lef--ing partes in parliament; lef--ing party in givernment; presence if an ERP Cintril variablesn
saliences share if immigrantss GDP gri-ths periids ciuntry; Hierarchical midel -ith periids in ciuntries; Gaussian
-ith identty link
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